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Fig. 1. Overview of the HierarchicalTopics system. The Hierarchical Topic structure is shown on the left in a tree visualization. The Hierarchical ThemeRiver view on the right presents the temporal pattern of topics in a hierarchical fashion. The dataset being visualized is the CNN news corpus. Topics are organized into 5 categories and annotations are attached to describe each news category. The corresponding categories in both view are outlined with same colors.

Abstract—Analyzing large textual collections has become increasingly challenging given the size of the data available and the rate that more data is being generated. Topic-based text summarization methods coupled with interactive visualizations have presented promising approaches to address the challenge of analyzing large text corpora. As the text corpora and vocabulary grow larger, more topics need to be generated in order to capture the meaningful latent themes and nuances in the corpora. However, it is difficult for most of current topic-based visualizations to represent large number of topics without being cluttered or illegible. To facilitate the representation and navigation of a large number of topics, we propose a visual analytics system - HierarchicalTopic (HT). HT integrates a computational algorithm, Topic Rose Tree, with an interactive visual interface. The Topic Rose Tree constructs a topic hierarchy based on a list of topics. The interactive visual interface is designed to present the topic content as well as temporal evolution of topics in a hierarchical fashion. User interactions are provided for users to make changes to the topic hierarchy based on their mental model of the topic space. To qualitatively evaluate HT, we present a case study that showcases how HierarchicalTopics aid expert users in making sense of a large number of topics and discovering interesting patterns of topic groups. We have also conducted a user study to quantitatively evaluate the effect of hierarchical topic structure. The study results reveal that the HT leads to faster identification of large number of relevant topics. We have also solicited user feedback during the experiments and incorporated some suggestions into the current version of HierarchicalTopics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital textural content is being generated at a daunting scale, much larger than we can ever comprehend. Vast amounts of content is accumulated from various sources, diverse populations, and different times and locations. For example, 1.35 million scholarly articles were published in 2006 alone [18]. With an average annual growth rate of 2.5% [30], research articles are currently being published at the pace of approximately 4400 titles per day. In the social media world, people are contributing to the accumulation at an even faster pace. By June 2012, Twitter is seeing 400 million tweets per day [31]. Meanwhile, 900 million active Facebook users have been busy sending 1 million messages every 20 minutes [28]. Today, part of the content (e.g., tens of thousands of different sites, Twitter, digitized books) is archived in the US Library of Congress with more than 300 terabytes in size, which keeps on growing [11].

It is generally agreed in government and industry that valuable but
latent information is hidden in the vast amount of digital textual content. For instance, in scientific research, one of the crucial investigations is on the development of science. To this aim, researchers have created maps of science [25, 27] and evaluated the impact of science funding programs [14] by analyzing research publications and proposals. For emergency response agencies, sifting through massive amount of social media data could help them monitor and track the development of and response to natural disasters, as illustrated in the use of Twitter to reach victims from Hurricanes [35]. Last but not least, the emergence of numerous social media startups shows that profitable marketing and business analytics insights that can be extracted from such content. To extract insights and make sense of large amounts of textual data, efficient text summarization is therefore much needed.

In this regard, topic models have been considered as the state-of-the-art statistical methods to extract meaningful topics/themes for summarization. Although powerful, topic models do not provide meanings and interpretation; human must be involved [7]. To enhance the interpretations of topical results, visual text analytics researchers have designed algorithms and visual representations that make the probabilistic topic results legible and exploratory to a broader audience [8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 26, 34]. Examples of the utility of these topic-based visualization interfaces include the analysis of social media users based on the content they generated [22], depiction of the temporal evolution of topics [14, 26], and identification of interesting events from news and social media streams [8, 15]. Many of these topic-based visualization systems have been studied through use cases and regarded powerful in aiding text analysis processes.

However, current visual text analytics systems have limitations. In contrast to the common practice of extracting hundreds of topics from large document corpora in the topic model community [2, 4, 21, 29, 32], current systems usually only manage to effectively represent a small number of topics. As more textual data becoming available, the number of necessary topics for interpretable text summarization will grow inevitably. Only extracting a small number of topics, therefore, won’t produce the meaningful interpretations in the corpus. As the number of topics increase, sifting through and comprehending all the topics becomes a won’t capture the nuances in the corpora. As the number of topics increases, it becomes a challenge to effectively analyze and compare topics.

To address the second challenge, HT to address the second challenge. HT allows users to modify and update the automatically computed topic groups. It therefore supports the customization of the visualizations based on the users’ analytical interests. To address the third challenge, a new Hierarchical ThemeRiver has been designed to accommodate the hierarchical organization of the topics. The Hierarchical ThemeRiver eases the exploration of temporal behaviors of topic groups, and enables the comparison of topic groups on a temporal dimension. Through tight coordination between the visualizations of topic hierarchy and hierarchical temporal trends, we intend to provide an inviting interface that supports making sense of large document collections via navigating through large number of topics and their temporal evolution.

We have assessed the HT through both qualitative and quantitative evaluations. To evaluate the system in a qualitative manner, we present a case study in which an expert user performed in depth analysis on a collection of 11,961 NSF awarded proposal abstracts. To evaluate HT in a quantitative fashion, an 18-participant user experiment is conducted to compare the HierarchicalTopics system to a non-hierarchical representation based on a CNN news corpus that contains 2453 recent news articles. The experiment results reveal that the hierarchical topic visualization leads to faster identification of a large number of relevant topics. Constructive user comments were also collected during the experiment. After the user study, some suggestions on improving the visualization and interactions from the participants have been incorporated into the current version of the HierarchicalTopic system.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we introduce the previous work that inspired the design of HierarchicalTopics in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on introducing the HierarchicalTopics, including its system architecture and interactions. We present a case study in Section 4, followed by descriptions of a user study in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Two lines of work inspire the design of HierarchicalTopics, namely topic models and topic-based visualizations.

2.1 Topic Models

Topic models can be effective tools for text summarization and statistical analysis of document collections [2]. The number of topics

1A video of the HierarchicalTopics can be found at http://youtu.be/V1iFP5kAbO0.
needed is typically determined by the size of the text corpora. The larger the size the more topics are preferred to ensure topic comprehensibility and human interpretability. Typically a tens of thousands of articles will require topics in the scale of hundreds. Specifically, one school of topic models is based on a human-defined number of topics. Researchers and practitioners usually generate a large number of topics to capture the themes that pervade the text collection as well as the nuances. For instance, in the experiment of evaluating the collaborative topic model [32], the authors extracted 200 topics from a paper-abstract collection with 16,980 articles and a vocabulary size of 8000. In other non-parametric Bayesian topic models, such as the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [29] and the discrete infinite logistic normal distribution (DILN) [21], the number of topics is determined by the model. However, it is evidenced that such algorithmically generated number of topics is rather typical rather large. For example, in the experiment evaluating DILN, the model produced 50 to 100 topics given a fairly small dataset with only 3000 to 5000 news articles.

Such large number of topics creates challenges to human interpretations and the sense-making process. Much research has been focused on revealing the correlations between latent topics and organizing topics into more human interpretable structures. Work in this area aims to facilitate navigation through the topic space and enables the discovery of documents exhibiting similar topics. While most of the existing topic models do not explicitly model correlations between topics, a few exceptions have directly accounted for relationships between latent topic themes. For example, both correlated topic model (CTM) [4] and DILN [21] have demonstrated better predictive performance and have uncovered interesting descriptive statistics for facilitating browsing and search. Although the topic correlations have been modeled, it is still difficult for users to take advantage of the descriptive statistical relationship of topics without an effective organization and visual representation of the topics.

Many researchers consider that organizing topics into a hierarchical structure presents a scalable solution to improve human-interpretability of topic. To this aim, Blei et al. have proposed a hierarchical topic model (hLDA) that learns topic hierarchies from data to accommodate a large number of topics [3]. hLDA is a flexible, general model for extracting topic hierarchies that naturally accommodates growing data collections. However, the topic hierarchies hLDA produced are rather rigid since the depth of such hierarchies is predefined and fixed throughout the modeling process. In addition, the higher level topics generated by hLDA usually consist of stopwords, therefore less meaningful for human users.

In order to leverage the scalable hierarchical structure without enforcing rigid restrictions on the topic models, we developed an algorithm, Topic Rose Tree, to construct a multilevel hierarchical structure with any given number of generated topics. Together with interactive visualizations, our HierarchicalTopics system enables users to explore and iteratively update the topic hierarchy. Our system aims to improve human-interpretability by enabling users to tailor the hierarchical topic results to their analytical interests or mental models of the topic space.

### 2.2 Visualization based on Topic Models

The power of topic models in summarizing and organizing large text corpora has been widely recognized in the visualization community. A good number of visualization systems have been developed based on topic models for users to comprehend document collections.

As one of the pioneering visual text analysis systems, TIARA [34] combined topic models and interactive visualization to help users explore and analyze large collections of text. Specifically, TIARA utilized a stack graph metaphor to represent temporal change of topics over time. Similarly, another system ParallelTopics was also developed to depict both temporal changes of topics using ThemeRiver and the characteristics of documents based on their topic proportions via Parallel Coordinates [14]. Since temporal evolution of the topics has been considered one of the most useful features of the topic-based visualizations, researchers have extended a great deal in this direction. TextFlow [13] presented a novel way to visualize topic birth, death, and merge that signify critical events. In a similar vein of identifying events, LeadLine [14] applied event detection methods to detect "bursts" from topic streams and further associate such bursts with people and locations to construct meaningful events. Furthermore, Chae et al. proposed a visual analytics approach that supports the analysis of abnormal events detected from topic time series [8]. Instead of representing and analyzing topics along the temporal dimension, Lee et al. proposed a visual analytics system for document clustering based on topic modeling [19]. Users could guide the clustering process through adjusting term weights in the topics.

These topic-based systems have demonstrated the effectiveness of combining topic models with interactive visualizations in facilitating analysis of text corpora. As indicated in most of their reported case studies, however, these systems only dealt with a fairly small number of topics. This is quite contrary to the common practice in the topic modeling community, where a lot more topics are generated for a text collection of similar size (Section 2.1). While a greater number of topics will inevitably introduce visual clutter and legibility issues to the visualization systems, limiting the topic number may also hamper users' ability in comprehending the text collection.

Therefore, more scalable approaches to organizing the topics and visual representations based on the topics are much needed to support real-world challenges of analyzing large text corpora. To meet this need, HierarchicalTopics provides a scalable solution that allows iterative analysis of document collections with a large number of topics and further supports the exploration of temporal evolution of those topics in a hierarchical fashion.

### 3 HierarchicalTopics

#### 3.1 System Pipeline

As illustrated in the overall system architecture in Figure 2, HierarchicalTopics is a user-centered analysis system that integrates computational methods with interactive visualizations. HT systematically incorporates both online and offline computations and utilizes scalable infrastructures described in [33], including MapReduce and Parallel Processing. There are four key processing stages in the HT architecture including two offline computation modules (e.g., Data collection, and preprocessing and Parallel Topic Modeling) and two online components (e.g., Topic Rose Tree and Hierarchical Visualizations).

In particular, HT accommodates digital text content from various sources including social media, research publications, news, etc. Once the data is collected, it is streamed into HT’s data cleaning and preprocessing step, as shown in Figure 2A. In this process, HT first unifies the formats of input data and converts certain documents (PDFs) to proper topic-model-readable text files. It then prepares the documents for parallel topic models by removing stop words and emojis.

The cleansed data then goes through the topic modeling stage (Figure 2B), which extract topics from the document collection. It is worth noting that the choice of the topic model component in HT is rather flexible. The architecture of HT is set to utilize a variety of topic models and can leverage their unique strengths such as interpretability [7], convenience of non-parametric models [21, 29], and accounting for additional metadata [23, 24], etc. As reported in paper, HT has successfully incorporated both the vanilla LDA [5] and the Author Topic Model (ATM) [24] to handle the natures of different text corpora.

After the first two stages are accomplished offline, the rest of the computation and visualization are computed online. The Topic Rose Tree (TRT) shown in Figure 2C organizes the probabilistic topic results into a hierarchical structure, as detailed in next section. Based on the hierarchical topic organization, two coordinated interactive visualizations (Figure 2D) are designed to present and support interactive analysis of topics and temporal evolution of the topics.

The TRT and the visualizations are closely coupled through the user interactions provided by the HierarchicalTopics system. In particular, the three essential operations in the TRT algorithm (e.g., join, absorb, and collapse) are directly incorporated in the visualizations and interactions. Through direct visual manipulations, HT allows the users to perform the same operations to modify the initial topic hierarchies and iteratively derive the most interpretable topics groups based on their analytic interest.
In the rest of this section, we will focus on presenting details of the online components of HierarchicalTopics.

3.2 Topic Rose Tree

Our goal in designing the Topic Rose Tree is to support scalable visual representation and exploration. TRT is an automated method that can meaningfully organize a list of topics into a hierarchical structure. Its core algorithm is built upon key concepts from the Bayesian Rose Tree (BRT), which constructs a hierarchy using hierarchical clustering methods [6]. Compared to previous hierarchical clustering methods that limit discoverable hierarchies only to those with binary branching structures, BRT produces trees with arbitrary branching structure at each node, known as rose trees [6]. We consider such characteristic more natural in organizing topics, since any number of topics could be similar and should be grouped into one partition in a hierarchical structure. The essence of generating a rose tree is support of the three operations, namely join, absorb, and collapse (shown in Figure 3).

Unfortunately, simply borrowing BRT and directly applying it to topic models is unfit based on our experiments. This is primarily caused by the large number of features (words in the vocabulary) from topic models. In addition to the vocabulary size of a text corpus, which is usually in the thousands, the binarized matrix of topic distributions over the vocabulary is extremely sparse, causing problems for calculating the marginal probability of the topic groups in a tree.

Therefore, we developed TRT, an algorithm that built upon the three operations to construct hierarchies specifically from topic modeling results. TRT is a one-pass, bottom up method which initializes each topic in its own cluster and iteratively merges pairs of clusters. To construct the hierarchical structure, we first compute the similarity between any pair of clusters (topics/topic groups). TRT then merges the most similar clusters using one of the three operations. In this process, the Hellinger distance, which is a symmetric measure of the similarity between two probability distributions, is used to calculate the similarity of a pair of clusters. Intuitively, topics or topic groups that share similar distributions over the vocabulary yield lower distance. To construct the hierarchy, the most similar topic (group) clusters will be merged at each step.

In particular, each topic from the topic modeling results is represented as a probabilistic distribution over the entire vocabulary given a text collection, denoted by \( X_i \), with \( i \) representing the \( i \)th topic and \( v \) representing the vocabulary of size \( N \). To represent the probabilistic distribution of a node that contains multiple topics (children), we simply compute an average of all distributions of the children’s. Details of the TRT are shown in Algorithm 1.

The complexity of the topic rose tree is the same as the BRT algorithm. First, the distance for every pair of data items needs to be computed-there are \( O(n^2) \) such pairs. Second, these pairs must be sorted in order to find the smallest distance requiring \( O(n \log n) \) computational complexity.

To showcase how the topic rose tree algorithm could group similar topics together, Figure 4 shows a partial result from the initial grouping. In this case, we used the 2011 VAST mini challenge 1 microblog data, which contains an embedded scenario of an epidemic spread. This data is good for qualitatively evaluating the algorithm since we
Hierarchical Topic view is designed to visually address Challenge 1 while TRT computationally alleviates the topic organization issue. The visual interface consists of two views, namely Hierarchical Topic View and Hierarchical ThemeRiver. The two views are coordinated through user interactions with a focus on correlating the hierarchical information.

3.3 Hierarchical Topic view: Depicting topics in a hierarchical fashion

While TRT computationally alleviates the topic organization issue, the Hierarchical Topic view is designed to visually address Challenge 1. By presenting the topic contents in a hierarchical fashion, such representation not only offers a scalable solution as it allows the number of topics to accrue, but also supports better navigation by grouping similar topics together. Figure 1 shows the Hierarchical Topic view with 40 topics extracted from the CNN news corpus. To provide user a familiar visual environment, we adopt straightforward tree visual representation. In this view, each leaf node represents a topic, while the non-leaf nodes denote topic groups. The first node on the left is the root of the topic hierarchy, with the rose tree spanning from left to right. The content of each topic (in the form of a group of keywords) is presented to the right of each leaf node. The size of the node is drawn proportionally to its number of children (shown in figure 1).

User interactions. The Hierarchical Topic view provides a set of user interactions for effective exploration and navigation through large numbers of topics. In addition to standard panning and zooming, this view employs both an on-demand magnifier and highlighter to facilitate the examination of the topic contents, as shown in Figure 5A and B. The magnifier is designed to help users to better read the topic keywords through enlarging the font near the mouse cursor, while the highlighter aims to reveal the associations between topics by highlighting all occurrences of a certain keyword in the other topics. To further help users concentrate on the topics of interests, the Hierarchical Topic view supports interactive collapsing and expanding topic groups, shown in the square node in Figure 5C. Keywords for topics being collapsed into the same group are shown in (Figure 5E). More importantly, the Hierarchical Topic view allows users to annotate on the nodes to attach semantic meanings to topic groups (Figure 5D).

Interactive modification of the topic hierarchies. In addition to facilitating topic exploration, the Hierarchical Topic view aims to provide an intuitive way to visually classify the topics based on users' interest. In the process of analyzing a text corpus, only human users can attach semantics to the topics and provide meaningful yet sometimes subjective groupings. Therefore, it is essential to allow users to interactively modify the rose tree based on their analytical interests.

To permit such modification, the three operations that are used to construct the hierarchy in the topic rose tree algorithm are supported intuitively through drag-n-drop in the Hierarchical Topic view. As shown in Figure 6, dragging one leaf node into another constitutes the "join" operation. Drag-and-dropping any non-leaf node into another is considered as performing the "absorb" operation, while dragging multiple nodes into another node is interpreted as the "collapse" operation. As observed in both the case study and user experiments (Section 4 and 5), the ability to iteratively refine and manipulate topic groups has demonstrated significant utility when analyzing text collections. Especially when HierarchicalTopics embodies the above three essential operations into intuitive mouse interactions, it creates a flexible text

Algorithm 1 Topic Rose Tree

Input: Data D = \{X_i, v\}, i = 1, 2, ..., n; v is the vocabulary of the corpus
Output: Topic rose tree T_{n+1}, a hierarchical structure with all topics
Initialize: T_i = \{X_i, v\}, i = 1, 2, ..., n
Steps:
Denote c as cluster count
while c > 1 do
  for each pair of trees T_i and T_j do
    Calculate cost D(i, j) for 3 operations (join, absorb, or collapse):
    \[ D(i, j) = \frac{1}{2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{t \in v} \left( \frac{X_t}{t} \right)^2 \times \frac{1}{N} \times \left( \sum_{t \in v} \left( \frac{X_t}{t} \right)^2 \right) \}
    Find operation m which yields lowest cost for T_i and T_j
    Merge T_i and T_j into T_m using operation m
    Delete T_i and T_j, c = c - 1
  end for
end while

expect similar topics regarding the epidemic spread should be grouped together. The topic group shown in Figure 4 (top) contains three topics highlighting the flu-like symptoms for the first two days of the epidemic (each tick on the x axis denotes a day). Another topic shown in Figure 4 (bottom) highlights evolved symptoms such as pneumonia for the third day of the epidemic. Note that since the words that were tweeted to describe the symptoms have changed a great deal, the topic rose tree did not put topic 31 into the first topic group. However, combining with the temporal patterns, one can identify when the epidemic spread started, and how the symptoms evolved over time. This example illustrates that the topic rose tree is able to group similar topics together, and the result is very much interpretable by human users.
analytic environment for users to categorize, modify, and update topics and topic groups. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, participants in our user study have used these three operations to effectively group topics into five news categories based on the initial TRT hierarchy. In addition, the annotation interaction in HT view permits the users to attach semantic interpretations of the topic groups, and further helps them to connect the dots of a large number of topics. Many of our participants agreed that such user interactions served as a potential solution to the Challenge 2 (see Section 1).

In summary, the Hierarchical Topic view provides both a visual representation of the topic hierarchy and a set of user interactions to serve as the first step to effectively analyze text collections.

### 3.3.2 Hierarchical ThemeRiver: Representing the temporal trends of topic groups

In addition to visually representing the topics which serve as a summarization of the document collection, visualizing the temporal evolution of the topics brings a unique contribution; it permits the discovery of the rise and fall of different topic themes, as well as identifying possible critical events [13, 15].

To this aim, we extend the widely adopted temporal visualization, ThemeRiver [16], to further incorporate hierarchical information. Our goal in designing the Hierarchical ThemeRiver is to provide users the ability to analyze and compare temporal behaviors of topic and topic groups, which address the core issue in Challenge 2 (Section 1).

As illustrated in Figure 7, the Hierarchical ThemeRiver starts with the main panel (Figure 7A), where the temporal evolutions of the highest hierarchy (children of the root node) are shown; the height of each ribbon is calculated by summing the height of its leaf nodes. Once a ribbon is hovered, a preview of the temporal evolution of the child nodes will be shown in the preview panel (Figure 7B). The panels support interactively examination of the overall temporal trends of a text corpus as well as individual topic groups.

An elastic-panel structure is built into the view to enable the users’ comparison of multiple topic groups. To compare different topic groups, a user can start by selecting a topic ribbon in the main panel; such interaction will create a sub panel (Figure 7C) showing the next level of hierarchy of the currently selected node. Multiple selections can be made to view the detailed temporal evolution of different topic groups, thus enabling the comparison and association of temporal patterns. Note that sub panels are always expanded to the right of the current selection, creating a coherent look and feel of the layout as in the Hierarchical Topic view.

**Color assignment.** To assist user exploration as well as to keep a smooth transition between panels, we have carefully chosen 12 perceptually coherent colors for the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view. This is done in an experimental fashion using the “i want hue” system [20], with the k-Means clustering and light background option. In the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view, the 12 distinct colors are first assigned to the topic ribbons in the main panel (Figure 7A). The child ribbons of each selected parent ribbon get colors of the same hue, but with varying luminance and chroma, as shown in Figure 7C. The same color scheme is also used in our Hierarchical Topic view to provide a coherent visual cue that helps correlating the two different representations of the same topic or topic groups.

**Temporal selection and details on demand.** To permit the examination of documents of interests, details of the text content are shown upon selection. In any panel within the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view, a user can enable the “time column” mode and interactively select a subset of documents published in a certain time period. By doing so, a detail view (Figure 7E) will be shown to help the user validate the temporal patterns and understand its cause. During the user study, for example, this operation was demonstrated useful in examining the contributing posts to a topic burst pattern.

In summary, the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view is tailored to represent temporal patterns of topic and topic groups in a hierarchical manner. The incorporation of hierarchical information is mainly achieved through user interactions and in a way that is coherent to the Hierarchical Topic view representation.

### 3.3.3 View Coordination

Both views in the HierarchicalTopics system are tightly coordinated. On the one hand, selecting a node in the Hierarchical Topic view would highlight a corresponding temporal panel in the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view. This helps users to examine the temporal evolution of the selected topic group. On the other hand, selecting a ribbon in the temporal view will highlight the corresponding node and its path in the topic view. More importantly, once the hierarchy is modified through user interactions in the topic view, the temporal view will also be updated accordingly to reflect the new hierarchical structure.

In summary, the HierarchicalTopics system presents both topic information and temporal evolution of the topics in a hierarchical fashion. This system is designed to aid the exploration of topic content and temporal trends of topic groups through a set of user interactions. In addition, our system allows users to iteratively modify, define, and annotate topic groups based on their interpretation. The HierarchicalTopics provides a flexible visual analytics environment that tightly integrates computational methods with interactive visualizations for analysis of large document collections.

### 4 Case Study

To qualitatively access the utility of HierarchicalTopics in facilitating the analysis of text corpora with large number of topics, we recruited a senior researcher whose research interests covers HCI and Information Retrieval. This case study is set up for him to explore a collection of NSF awarded proposal abstracts to identify interesting research trends in his research domains. Eighty topics were extracted from 11,961 proposal abstracts funded by all three divisions (IIS, CCF, CNS) in

---

**Fig. 6.** Three operations supported to modify the topic hierarchy through user interactions.

**Fig. 7.** Overview of the Hierarchical ThemeRiver. The dashed rectangle, in component D, highlights a sub tree created upon user interaction to view temporal patterns of child nodes.
the CISE (Computer and Information Science and Engineering) directorate from 2005 to 2012.

4.1 Depicting temporal portfolio of NSF programs

Using the Hierarchical Topic view, the researcher started by visually browsing all hierarchical topic groups that are produced by the TRT algorithm. He quickly identified a few topics of interest and interactively merged them into topic groups that fits his analytic goal. The result of his customized grouping and corresponding annotation is shown in the first column in Figure 9. Specifically, two groups of topics are created through the “join” and “collapse” interactions, “HCI” and “Information Retrieval and Data Mining (IR)”.

With the exploration scope narrowed down to these two topic groups, the user wanted to identify and compare the trends in research funding for individual group over the years. Therefore, he turned to the Hierarchical ThemeRiver view and selected the two topic groups so that their research funding trends can be examined and compared.

Fig. 9. Case Study: Examination of topic groups of interest. Top (with a purple hue): Topic keywords and temporal trends of the “Information retrieval and data mining” research domain. Bottom (with a green hue): Topic keywords and temporal patterns of the “Human Computer Interaction” field.

The second column in Figure 9 illustrates the overall temporal evolution of selected groups. The user noticed that the trend of proposals awarded under the IR group seemed steady with a slight decline over the recent two years. To examine and compare the development of individual topics in the IR group, the users further isolated three topics that are of interest. The corresponding trends for these topics are shown next to the overall trend.

Through quickly examining the volume of each topic trend, the user confirmed his hypothesis that topic 18 on “web search and document retrieval” has continued to be a more popular subfield over the years in terms of NSF research funding (Figure 9 ribbon with red border). However, the user was also surprised when found out that the “HCI” group exhibits a slight decline in recent years after a steady growth around 2007. Through examining individual topic trends, more interesting patterns prevailed. Although the overall trends for other topics group have subsided slightly, the research on “affective computing and emotion related studies” has gone up significantly in the past two years, as outlined in Orange.

This use case illustrated that the visual interface not only enables the user to view trends for a group of topics that describe a research field, but also permits the discovery of the contributions of individual topics to the overall trends as well as anomalies. According to the user, such analysis gave him valuable insights in understanding the research trends in the areas he is interested in and could potentially help him adjust future proposal focus.

4.2 Identifying program impacts in research

Given that the above two topic groups all exhibits slight downward trending, the user wanted to identify upcoming research topics that received more funding interest in the recent years. He started by mouse hovering over each topic ribbon in the main Hierarchical ThemeRiver view, looking for increasing trends.

Two topic groups caught his attention as shown in Figure 8. Both groups exhibit increasing volume in the past three years, indicating more research proposals were awarded in the two areas. The top row illustrates a topic group related to environmental related research as well as citizen science. As shown in the individual temporal trend for each topic, the user identified that the topic on citizen science and spatial temporal analysis significantly contributed to the recent growth of the focused topic group.

The second row in Figure 8 illustrates a topic group that summarizes research on medical and healthcare related research. Through enabling the time column selection, the user selected proposals related to the health care topic that were awarded in 2012, highlighted in the yellow rectangle. He then discovered that most of the proposals were related to health monitoring and were awarded by the only-recently launched program—Smart and Connected Health (2011).

The user was pleased to find out the impact of a newly established program on research trends and considered the HierarchicalTopics a powerful tool in aiding the discovery of the contributors to the temporal changes and possibly the cause for such changes.

5 USER STUDY

To quantitatively evaluate the utility of HierarchicalTopics in aiding users analysis of a text corpus, we conducted a formal user study focusing on comparing hierarchical to non-hierarchical topic structure. Our hypothesis is that the hierarchical topic structure would yield faster identification of topics that are similar in nature.

5.1 Data and Tasks

The dataset used for the user study contains 2453 news articles published between Sept 2012 to March 2013 on CNN.com. Two conditions were designed to evaluate the effect of hierarchical topic structure versus representing them as a flat list of topics. We designed two tasks for the experiment: the first task aims to group individual topics into different news categories; the second task focuses on examining the overall temporal trends for the topics in each news category. For the second task, we required the participants to group all the topics based on their findings in task 1.

Specifically, in task 1, we asked the participants to identify news topics that fall into the following five categories: American Politics, Sports and Entertainment, Natural Disaster, Health-Related Issues, and Middle-East News. An example topic grouping result produced during one of the experiments is shown in Figure 1. Each participant was provided an answer sheet to write down the topic number belonging to each category. For each topic the participants have identified, we also asked them to provide a score (1-5, with 5 as very confident) indicating their confidence of how much the topics fits into their category of choice. For the second task, we asked the participants to group the topics identified in task 1 based on their category. The grouping was done through drag-and-drop interactions within the visual interface. After each group of topic has established, we asked the participants to examine and describe the temporal trend for the topic groups.

To control the complexity of the tasks, we extracted 40 topics from the news corpus. The reason for doing so was that the participants assigned to the non-hierarchical topic organization had to go through the topics one by one. With no initial aid of organizing similar topics together, grouping large number of topics would become laborious and require a lot of repetitions of the same operations. This implies that, if the hierarchical structure proves superior in this study, it will increase its edge relative to a flat structure as the number of topics grows.
Fig. 8. Case Study: Making sense of increasing topic group trends. Top (with a blue hue): topic group of “environmental and citizen science” has seen recent growth. Middle (with a red hue): health care related topic group exhibit growth in the past two years, with the “health monitoring” topic as the major contributor to the overall growth. Bottom: detail view showing proposals regarding the “health monitoring” topic awarded in 2012.

5.2 Experiment Design

Eighteen participants took part in the study (13 male, 5 female). The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 34. The study used a between-subjects design. All participants were first provided 10 minutes of training on the Hierarchical Topics visual interface. Each participant was then randomly assigned to one of two conditions (hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical topic organization). The participants were asked to write down their findings on an answer sheet, which records the identified topic numbers for each listed category for the first task and the pattern of the temporal trends for the second task. The experimenter timed the participants for completing each category while they were performing the tasks. The study was conducted in a lab setting, on a computer with two displays (resolution at 2560x1600 and 1920X1200, respectively), 2x 2.66GHz CPU and 12 GB memory.

5.3 Results

For the purpose of analyzing whether the hierarchical topic structure helps the analysis of large text corpora, we calculated the difference of average time for identifying topics for each news category. The average time is computed as the overall time to find all topics for each category, divided by the number of topics identified. The reason for using the average time is because participants identified different number of topics for a given category. In practice, determining whether a topic belongs to a certain category can be subjective. For instance, some participants consider a topic related to the trial of Conrad Murray (the physician for Michael Jackson) belonging to the “Sports and Entertainment” category since it’s related to the pop singer. Other participants may consider this being a stretch since Michael Jackson is not the main subject of the news articles related to the category.

For the same reason, we did not grade the accuracy of the identified topics, since arguments could be made for topics to be included or excluded from a news category. Although we did not grade accuracy of the identified topics, most of the identified topics for each news category did overlap. Two experimenters independently examined each participants’ answer, and they did not find answers that are clearly not pertinent to the categories.

5.3.1 Speed: hierarchical topic vs. non-hierarchical topic organization

To measure whether the hierarchical topic organizations yield faster speed for identifying topics for each news category, we performed one-way ANOVA on each category. A significant effect was found for two categories: American Politics and Middle-East News. For the American Politics category, a significant effect of hierarchical topic organization on the time for identifying relevant topics (Task 1) was found at the $p < .05$ level for the two conditions [$F(1,16) = 4.84, p = .043$]. For the same category, a significant effect was also found between two conditions [$F(1,16) = 4.79, p = .044$] in task 2, which involves grouping the identified topics and observing the temporal trends. For the Middle-East News category, the ANOVA revealed a significance between two conditions [$F(1,16) = 5.15, p = .037$]. No significance was found for the other three categories. Detailed results are shown in Figure 10 (left).

Combining with the average number of topics found in each category shown in Figure 10 (right), the results became more informative. Significant differences were found for categories with relatively large number of topics. In other words, the hierarchical topic structure lead to faster identification and grouping of large number of relevant topics.

5.3.2 User’s confidence and Response on potential scalability of the system

As mentioned in section 5.1, during task 1, when a participant jotted down the topics for each category, we have also asked her to provide a confidence value of how well the topic fits into the category. The confidence values for all participants assigned to the hierarchical condition
have a mean of 4.5, with a standard deviation of 0.52. The confidence values for participants assigned to the other condition exhibit a mean of 4.47, and a standard deviation of 0.5. Although no statistical significance was found, the participants under the hierarchical condition consistently reported higher average confidence value for each news category. Note that with 5 as the most confident, the mean values of the confidence show that all participants are fairly certain about their answer. From another perspective, the high confidence values also reflect that the participants could interpret the topics and possibly the topic hierarchies without much difficulty.

The last question on the answer sheeting was regarding the potential scalability of the system. In particular, the question asked the participants to comment on if the HierarchicalTopics could scale to hundreds of topics. We tallied the participants’ response. 4 out of 9 participants assigned to the hierarchical condition answered “yes”, 4 answered “maybe”, and the rest 1 participants answered “no”. In contrast, 0 out of 9 participants assigned to the non-hierarchical condition answered “yes” to potential scalability, while 6 answered “maybe” and 3 answered “no”.

None of the participants assigned to the non-hierarchical topic condition thought the system could scale to hundreds of topics, while the participants answering “Maybe” under the same condition further commented that some sort of automated classification such as topic groups could make the system much more scalable. The participants assigned to the hierarchical topic condition provided more positive responses toward the potential scalability of our system. Several of constructive comments were generated based on user feedback, details of which will be described in the discussion session.

In summary, the study results reveal that hierarchical topic structure leads to more efficient identification and grouping of larger numbers of relevant topics. After performing two tasks through interacting with the visual interface, most participants consider the hierarchical system scalable and bears potential to handle hundreds of topics.

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss possible improvements on the topic rose tree algorithm and the visual interface.

6.1 Implicit modeling assumptions and design elements
One implicit assumption of organizing large number of topics into a hierarchy is that the topics can fit cleanly into such a structure. However, in practice, such assumption may not always hold. For example, certain topics may fit into multiple groups based on users’ interpretation. To address this issue, we could allow users to duplicate topics and add the topics into the corresponding groups.

Another implicit assumption is that we assume that the topic results are fine-grained enough so that the “split” operation is currently not supported in the HierarchicalTopics system. We think the “split” operation is potentially very important since it permit users to directly influence the topic models. However, there are several reasons that the splitting operation is challenging to support. First, asking users to specify how to split the topics (words that should or should not be group) could quickly turn into a laborious task if the interactions are not properly designed. Second, since the the computation of topics usually involves hundreds of interactions, rebuilding the topic model based on users’ input of how to split the topics is difficult to achieve in real time [17]. Despite the challenges, we consider the “split” operation a very important option, and a great contribution for interactive visualization to potentially bring to the topic modeling community. Therefore, our future work will try to address this issue and more broadly to permit users to modify the underlying topic model in real or semi-real time.

6.2 Limitation and future improvements on Hierarchical-Topics system
During the study, the participants provided constructive comments for improving HierarchicalTopics. A few users mentioned the need for annotation feature, which would allow them to annotate or bookmark a general topic group. In addition, users would also like to search for a particular word in the topic view, for the purpose of discovering all topics containing a word of interest. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, we have already incorporated both the annotation feature and the search function into the current system based on the feedback.

Another interesting comment was on possibly taking advantage of spatial organization of the topics. One participant would like to organize the topics into interested vs. not interested piles and place them on different parts of the screen. Spatial organization is commonly used when working with real objects, and has been shown to aid more complex sense-making processes [1]. Thus more flexible user interactions need to be supported for users to accomplish such task in an un-laborious manner.

During the study, a few participants raised the question of what if one topic falls into two or more topic groups. For example, the topic of human robot interaction could be categorized into both HCI related topic group and Robotics related group. Therefore, we are planning to provide additional user interactions that allow users to duplicate topics and keep track of the duplicates.

Lastly, one limitation arose from the use of tree visualization to represent the hierarchical topic structure. The concern is that tree visualizations may not scale to displaying very large number of topics or multi-level hierarchies. Our HierarchicalTopics system alleviates this issue by supporting multiple user interactions, including collapsing, annotating, and deleting the nodes in the rose tree. Nonetheless, we acknowledge the potential limits of this tree representation and will further explore other visual metaphors.

6.3 Future improvement on the Topic Rose Tree
As of the Topic Rose Tree algorithm, improvements could be added to make the algorithm more transparent and interactive to end-users. For example, when merging two subtrees in each computational step, selecting different operations would yield different results not only in terms of topic groups, but also regarding the depth of the tree. Theoretically, both the absorb and collapse operations would lead to a rose tree with smaller depth compared to the join operation. Trees with less depth may make more sense for grouping topics, since the topics were assumed to be equally descriptive in the topic models. In the hLDA [3], topics on a higher level are usually less meaningful, comprised of mainly stopwords. Thus it makes sense to control the tree depth to be as small as possible. A simple way to influence the depth of Topic Rose Tree is to encourage the absorb and collapse operation rather than the join operation. New interactions could, therefore, be designed to allow users to tweak the weight when calculating the cost of each operation. Such interactions could potentially support advanced users in influencing the topic hierarchy generation. This will be one of the future directions for our visual text analytics research.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we present HierarchicalTopics, a visual analytics approach to support the analysis of text corpora based on large number of topics. HT is designed to address three challenges faced when analyzing large text corpora through topic based methods. Hierarchical-Topics not only provides initial hierarchical structure of topics to facilitate exploration and navigation, it further allows users to modify topic hierarchies based on users’ interest through intuitive interactions. In addition, the ThemeRiver in HierarchicalTopics is tailored to represent temporal trends in a hierarchical fashion. It enables the analysis and comparison of groups of topics as opposed to viewing the evolution of one topic at a time. Through both case study and user experiments, we have demonstrated the efficacy of HierarchicalTopics in helping users identifying topics groups, as well as interesting temporal patterns.
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